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Dscoop Opens Registration for DscoopX: Tenth Annual Conference 

Chicago – Dscoop embarks on its tenth year of industry leadership by opening up registration 
for the 2015 conference, DscoopX. HP graphics arts users are encouraged to attend the event 
which will be held March 5-7 in Washington, D.C. 

Following nine years of positive attendee feedback and experiences, DscoopX will bring 
together Dscoop members, partners and HP for three days of education, networking and 
knowledge sharing to create an even bigger collective voice in the industry. 

The 2015 event will feature new opportunities for education through more interactive learning 
formats both in and out of the conference classroom setting. Dscoop University courses will also 
return for a second year to provide attendees with the option to participate in hands-on 
workshops focused on management, sales and marketing and business growth. 

"It is easy in this business to get wrapped up in the day-to-day activities and focus only on the 
tasks at hand. The learning and networking opportunities provided at DscoopX help all of us 
look forward and reignite our passion and energy for this great industry," said Gary Garner, 
Dscoop Chairman and Chairman/CEO of GLS Companies. 
 
With more than 2,000 attendees from all around the world, the conference will highlight how 
Dscoop members are differentiating their businesses to stay ahead of the curve in a competitive 
industry that is constantly progressing and evolving. 

Registration for DscoopX is now open. Tickets can be purchased by visiting DscoopX.org.  

Any partners interested in becoming a Dscoop year-round or DscoopX partner should contact 
Rebecca Baker at sales@dscoop.org. Visit DscoopX.org for updates as they become available. 

About Dscoop 

Founded in 2005, the Digital Solutions Cooperative (Dscoop) is an independent global 

community of HP graphic arts business owners and technical professionals who use HP 

equipment and related solutions, including HP Indigo, Scitex, High-End Latex and IHPS. 

Dscoop is focused on educating and connecting its members with each other and with HP to 

improve members’ business growth, efficiency and profitability. To learn more about Dscoop, 

visit www.dscoop.org. Connect with us on Facebook and Twitter.  
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